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Thabo Rasego(1981-11-15)
 
Thabo is a rural born, self motivated man...My poems are about anything that I
experience in this journey of living.
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A Small Poem To Her(M.S)
 
Her charisma controls my ultimate emotion i feel
about sense of love!
 
pulse of passion beat
strongest beats creating a rhythm of love!
 
Spiritual freedom I endure from her presents teaches I wealth of eternal life of
love!
 
Her tone vibrate the vocal inspirational words of paranormal spell of love!
 
Hero is not supernatural to feel her aromatic surroundings of her love!
Educational journey is payment I earn from lessons she lecture in my sensational
trip of love!
 
She rewarded I with fruitful blooming factual affection of love!
 
Wisdom, faith, trust, confidence pulls I to dance with passion of love!
 
Ms M.S I love loving You.
 
Thabo Rasego
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A Tale Of Mad Loving Man!
 
You ask me to respect you but you don't respect yourself
(you sleep around with other men, leave me with kids in house)  
 
You ask me not to abuse you
(emotionally/physically)   
but you abuse me emotionally
(when ask me to buy you things that you know I can't afford) ,
have you ever think what your request is doing to me?
 
You ask me to be faithful but you have a private bank account
(why you hide somethings form me?)
 
You ask me to be honest but you never shared any life time stories you have
You ask me to take care of you but you can't even clean  properly(
who wash your undies?)
 
You ask me to be myself
(but you want me to change to became the guy you dreamed about?)
 
Tell me one thing what is it you really what from me?
I just want to love you
have faith in our relationship
I need you because you are part of my future present life.
I need you just to have Maturing purposeful time with you...
 
Thabo Rasego
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Intoxicated Mind
 
My mind is intoxicated with philosophies of love, deception and
Theories of fear and depression
When it realizes the truth about the reality of the intention of the cults,
Governments and politics
Manipulating the intelligence of humanity to empower selfish satisfactory sense
of man Nervous system systematically produce wrong information of unforeseen
joy of lust to let sub-conscious retaliate with abnormal reactions and delusional
hallucinate the true world with exaggerated emotional fantasies
 
Plato, Aristotle and Descartes enriches  populations with food of knowledge of
mechanism for peace, freedom, understanding, equality and education While The
Freud philosophy allows a circle of love and hate to manifest phobia that breeds
visions of schizophrenia stigma of existence of man to spectrum  of tranquillizers,
anti-depressant medication and drugs to society of culture and norms.
 
The intoxicated mind pollute the world with actions of mass destruction to
manipulate the society of peace and harmony to evolve to xenophobic racial
power seeking nations ruled by laws of monopolies of business men to empower
the system of leadership for their self interest.
 
The intoxicated mind from indigestion of unwanted substance hates thoughts of
kindness and get inspired by demonic intentions!
 
Thabo Rasego
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Let It Go
 
Let it go!
you!
we say,
but how
I ask?
It is about having faith in you Lord
It is about knowing your word 
Word that are hidden in your holy book of kingdom
It is about cherishing your wisdom
It is about practicing your forgiveness to others
It is about understanding your existence in brothers
It is about living with honesty each day
It is about purifying my soul with your son's say
 
How can let go this lust
that last for past time
 
Thabo Rasego
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Limbo
 
The road we travel in is full obstacle that where meant for us to gain more
knowledge and experience to travel wise and safe in this journey of life.
Life is a gift that we should receive with greatest joy and use it with the positive
attitude and good intentions to endure the fruits of receiving this sophisticate and
wonderful gift.
Gift is wonderful when is opened with faith and believe for the good result to
reveal themselves before our life’s journey.
 
Journey without lesson learnt is like living in the limbo.
Limbo is where doom, wickedness, destruction and eternal sorrow are
experienced in reality.
Reality, we prosper and dwell on negative results is where we start to drive
ourselves to the road that leads to limbo.
Limbo is where wise smart thinkers are not found, due to the wisdom they have
from the basics of mysterious nature’s natural phenomenon of life.
 
Life is to have pride to wake up and strive to gain the eternal joy that is found
through faith and hard smart working individual.
Individual men should be aware of the results of limbo by awakening individual
spiritual abilities through the acceptance of their immoral actions before the
universal space.
Space, time and faith are the weapons to fight against limbo and are common
and free for all living believing organism that are born to learn how to choose the
rightful way to avoid the path to limbo, so be patience in your trip to find the
path leads away from limbo.
Limbo.
 
Limbo is for people who are materialistic, desirous, impatient, aggravated, lazy,
jealous and gluttonous in their actions of life’s journey.
Journey away from limbo is lived by honest trusting humans with faith for
wonderful gratitude for all living entities.
 
Thabo Rasego
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Self Talk!
 
Real life start with you!
If you want know who you are, ask yourself who you are!
Give yourself a time,
Is not shame!
Take your life like a game
you win some,
you lose some
Value of words
it is when take action!
with soul and passion!
We are all here to improve the way should human beings should live better than
yesterday!
Positive thoughts brings positive thinking that let to positive results!
To win you should know&understand what you are competing for!
To be the best you must beat the best and rest!
Commitment is best result to archive your needs!
Belief is the ultimate answer to success!
In what you believe you receive as long as ask with all of your heart, mind, soul
and faith!
Knowing your priorities&understand them is the best result to be best!
Live for today&plan tomorrow, the future shall bring the present result!
If you are afraid of unknown let the unknown be!
 
Thabo Rasego
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The Breeze Of Winds
 
Shh!
Listen to The breeze of winds,
Opening the skin to smooth sensation of chilled air
 
hear The breeze of winds,
vibrating sweet sound of nature.
Beating the ear-drum with sophisticated wonderful sounds.
 
See The breeze of winds,
making vegetation dance to monotonous rhyme.
 
Feel The breeze of winds,
change of temperature and time of present era.
 
The Breeze of winds is blowing
at all time with mist of pollution,
Man created for sustaining revolution of evolution!
 
Thabo Rasego
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To You My Supreme
 
Doubt is full on this World-
You have Masterminded its own universe Creation.
Some says scientifically It was manifested by the Big Bang Theory,
Forgetting the Mind that comes from The Big Bang Theory  comes from whom my
 
Supreme!
 
Show Us the way to unified  purified religious cultural world,
where Doubt is a thing of a past, Respect and Wisdom  are Our Top Prioroty List.
 
My Master Lead Us from this world Dominated
by Seven Sins of Life, to the Earth that is peaceful and Honored by All Us who
calls You by Your Different Names but One meaning.    
My King!
I tasted sodom and gomorth mmmmm
aggg
not edible
I what to live in  
the Eden
spice up Adam and Eve 
to Your Principles.
 
Your majesty give us strength to live by Your ways....
 
I'm so grate for sacrifice
that cost you only Son's life
You showed me how much
You care about us living
righteous by Your name.
 
Thabo Rasego
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Truth
 
Dear you the heartbreaker,
the spoil of mythical joy,
the family shatter,
the revelations of lie.
 
Why are you so cruel,
so unwanted to be seen?
Why are you so immoraly keen,
to be real?
 
When ears hears about you
been told
tease of sorrow blinds eyes
temper rises to atomic reaction
mind understands the deception it's been living
body runs into a shock of devastation
 
Lie why is hard to tell about your
mate Truth at first place
why preference is you, lie
than the saver truth
why is easy to impress with you, lie
than conscious redeemable Truth
 
truth can you be my soulmate
can you be my saver
my spoken words
my realistic thoughts
the sound I hear in eardrums
 
please live in anyone
how seek you truth.
 
Thabo Rasego
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Wake-Up
 
Wake-up!
Time wait for no one.
It is  the motion of Quartz,
just bringing dayz and nightz
for your positive experience
of living alert of time
 
Wake-up!
No action pays, without reaction.
Let the sense of movement
take it's course
 
Wake-up!
For there are no rewards and records  for sleepy heads,
head up to rays that are beneficial to your efforts rising
 
Wake-up!
Put yourself in working mode
before eternal sense of laziness
conquere your ability to act
Practice your Natural given talent.
 
Wake-up!
No-one will give you respect from resting with your creativity.
Be active while time let you
see the satisfying wealth of awakening
 
Wake-up!
To reach your life passion goals.
The more you snore,
is the more you loose faith in success!
 
Thabo Rasego
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What Is Your Religion
 
Is your religion speaks about respect to humanity is prioroty?
Is your religion says stealing is prohibited?
Is your religion teaches about forgiveness of one-self errors and your neighbours
mistake?
Is your religion condone and promotes love?
Is your religion tells about nature and health are balance of life?
Is your religion commands to practice sharing of wealth?
Is your religion warns about adultery?
Is your religion speaks about eternal spiritual universe?
Is your religion demands full attention in belief?
Is your religion combines balance of life with faith and trust?
Is your religion promises  glory, freedom, peace, harmony and equality?
Is your religion gives wealth of living with it?
Is your religion forbids unreasonable intentional murder?
Is your religion sees doubt as a fear and sin?
 
If yes,
your religion is true religion
remain blessed with your religion
prosper the life with religious emotions.
 
Your religion is Omnipotent
Your religion is Omnificent
Your religion is Omniscient
Your religion is Omnipresent.
 
Thabo Rasego
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Your Life Awards
 
Best ACTOR of your life is YOU!
Best ACTRESSES of your life is  your FAMILY!
Best SUPPORTING ACTOR of your life is your PARTNER!
Best SUPPORTING ACTRESSES of your life is your FRIENDS!
Best DIRECTOR of your life is WISDOM!
Best PRODUCER of your life is  YOU!
Best CREATOR OF ALL TIMES  of your life is your GOD!
 
Thabo Rasego
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